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S
imple sequence repeats (SSRs) in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes represent hypermutable loci subject to reversible changes in the SSR length (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Some pathogens use SSRs in a strategy that counteracts the host immune response by increasing the antigenic variance of the pathogen population (4, 5, 7) . In this scenario, SSRs located in protein coding regions or in upstream regulatory regions can reversibly deactivate or alter genes involved in interactions with the host (4, 8) . Some SSRs may also affect local structure of the DNA molecule (9) (10) (11) (12) . Trinucleotide and hexanucleotide repeats in genes translate into amino acid runs and alternating patterns, which may play special roles in protein structure (13, 14) and are enriched in human proteins associated with genetic diseases (15) . The best studied cases of SSRs expansion relate to triplet repeats that can cause genetic disorders in humans. Such repeats may be located in both protein-coding and regulatory regions and can alter the structure of the encoded proteins or the DNA molecule when they expand beyond a certain length (16) .
Long SSRs tend to be dramatically overrepresented (i.e., found significantly more often than expected by chance) in eukaryotic genomes (2, 17, 18) . ¶ In prokaryotes, long SSRs are generally less common and may be subject to negative selection (19) . Significant differences in SSR representations exist even among closely related species (20) , suggesting that the SSR abundance may change relatively rapidly during evolution.
Assessments of SSR representations generally rely on stochastic models used as a null hypothesis. Previous analyses used a homogeneous Bernoulli model (19, 21) . In this work, we analyze SSR representations in Ͼ300 prokaryotic genomes using more realistic stochastic models of varying complexity. Our results indicate large differences among prokaryotes in terms of SSR representations and point to possible functional differences among SSRs of different types.
Results
Comparison of Long SSR Representations Among Prokaryotic Genomes. SSR representations in most prokaryotic genomes show few deviations from expectations based on random models except for the suppression of mononucleotide SSRs exceeding a length of 8 bp [ Fig. 1 and supporting information (SI) Fig. 4 ], which is common among prokaryotes (19, 20) . SI Table 5 displays counts N k * of LSSRs for k between 1 and 11 bp and for 378 complete prokaryotic chromosomes (plasmids and megaplasmids are not included). Data for selected species are shown in Table 1 . The largest numbers of LSSRs are found in the closely related cyanobacteria Nostoc and Anabaena, followed by Burkholderia species, Frankia, Streptomyces, Methanosarcina, Xanthomonas, and Polaromonas, all with Ͼ100 LSSRs. The LSSR counts appear unrelated to taxonomical or phylogenetic relationships beyond the level of genus. The absence of correlations with phylogeny suggests that long SSRs can spread through a genome relatively quickly during evolution. Firmicutes (except Mollicutes) are the only well represented group that always has low LSSR counts. Interestingly, long heptameric repeats (k ϭ 7) are far more common than other types of repeats. Long tri-, hexaand nonanucleotide repeats are often located in genes, whereas long SSRs of oligonucleotides whose lengths are not multiples of three are generally found in intergenic regions. These SSRs may cause frameshift mutations and are probably selected against in protein coding genes. Table 2 shows correlations among counts of different SSR types across different genomes. The counts of LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] (k Ն 5) correlate well among each other. Weaker correlations are also observed among LSSR 1-3 (k Յ 3) but not between LSSR 5-11 and LSSR [1] [2] [3] counts. We include tetranucleotide LSSRs in the LSSR 1-4 group, although they exhibit no consistently strong correlations with either LSSR 1-3 or LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The lack of correlations between LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] and LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] indicate that the two LSSR types tend to occur in different organisms. Tables 3 and 4 display lists of prokaryotes with  high counts of LSSR 1-4 and LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , respectively. Both collections include species from diverse taxa. Few prokaryotic genomes contain many LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] , whereas LSSR 5-11 are more common. The two groups are distinct with respect to their genome sizes, GϩC content, and pathogenic lifestyle. Most genomes with seven or more LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] (Table 3) are small in size, generally Ϸ2 Mb or less. By contrast, the smallest genome among the 33 with at least 60 LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] (Table 4) is 2.5 Mb in size (Xylella fastidiosa) and most are
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Ͼ4 Mb. Genomes with many LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] tend to have high GϩC content (mostly Ͼ60%, Table 4 ) whereas genomes with LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] generally have low GϩC content (mostly Ͻ40%). Most genomes in Table 3 belong to host-adapted pathogens, including several but not all Mycoplasma species (20) , which are not known to survive readily outside the host. The other three are mesophilic archaeal methanogens Methanosarcina mazei, Methanosarcina barkeri, and Methanococcoides burtonii. The two Methanosarcina genomes are unusual in possessing high counts of both LSSR 1-4 and LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . No thermophiles feature among the genomes with high LSSR counts.
We used Fisher's exact test to evaluate statistical significance of the differences between the collections of genomes with high LSSR 1-4 and LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] counts (Tables 3 and 4 , respectively) in terms of genome size (Ͼ4 MB versus Ͻ3 MB), GϩC content (Ͼ55% versus Ͻ45%), and ability to grow outside the host. To reduce bias resulting from some genera being represented by multiple species, we counted only one species per genus in each collection. The differences were statistically significant with respect to genome size (P ϭ 0.006) and dependence on a host (P ϭ 0.017) but not with respect to GϩC content (P ϭ 0.11). When counting all species, the relevant probabilities are 10 Ϫ5 for genome size, 0.001 for dependence on a host, and 0.0008 for GϩC content. The statistical analysis is described in detail in the SI Text.
SSRs in Selected Genomes. Lawsonia intracellularis. This obligate intracellular parasite of domestic animals features three long mononucleotide SSRs, four long dinucleotide SSRs, and 27 long trinucleotide SSRs (Fig. 2 and SI Table 6 ). The N 2 (l) plot (dinucleotide SSRs) shows a peak around the length 15 bp, preceded by low SSR counts Ϸ10 bp in length. Likewise, the counts of trinucleotide SSRs decrease in agreement with the random models up to the length 15, followed by a sudden increase at length 16 (Fig. 2) . These bimodal distributions resemble SSRs in some Mycoplasma species (20) and suggest that the LSSRs in L. intracellularis may be maintained by selection. By contrast, the genomes of nonpathogenic Desulfovibrio vulgaris and Desulfovibrio desulfuricans, phylogenetically close to L. intracellularis (22) , contain no LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] and few LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] (SI Table 5 and SI Fig. 4 ). The mono-and dinucleotide LSSRs are exclusively intergenic, whereas trinucleotide SSRs are mostly in genes. The LSSRs in L. intracellularis are located near genes of diverse functions including many hypothetical genes (SI Table 6 ). Burkholderia species. Burkholderia are found in a wide range of environmental niches and include host-adapted pathogens (B. mallei), opportunistic pathogens (B. pseudomallei) as well as nonpathogens such as some strains of B. thailandensis (23) (24) (25) . Their genomes generally comprise two or three chromosomes of Ϸ4, 3, and 1 Mb in length, respectively. Our data confirm the abundance of LSSRs previously reported in B. mallei (25) . In fact, all Burkholderia genomes contain LSSRs, but the counts vary from a moderate 53 in B. cenocepacia to nearly 700 in the two B. pseudomallei strains, which is the most among the Ͼ300 prokaryotic genomes analyzed. As in most genomes with many LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , the heptanucleotide SSRs are the most abundant excepting B. xenovorans and Burkholderia sp. 383. Interestingly, the counts of LSSRs are generally higher in chromosome 2 than in chromosome 1 (Tables 1 and 4 ) possibly reflecting less stringent selective constraints in the secondary chromosomes. Hexa-and nonanucleotide LSSRs show comparable counts in genes and intergenic regions whereas LSSRs of oligonucleotides whose length is not divisible by 3 are mostly confined to intergenic regions, possibly because of selection against frameshift mutations. Surprisingly, the two strains of B. pseudomallei, K96243 and 1710b, have similar overall counts of SSRs but differ in their distribution between genes and intergenic regions with The first number indicates the counts in the complete genome, whereas the second number signifies the LSSRs in the intergenic regions. See Methods for definition of LSSRs. many more intergenic SSRs in the strain K96243. We believe that this discrepancy could be due to differences in gene annotations and may not have biological roots. The LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] in the Burkholderia genomes include repeats of many different oligonucleotides, and it is unlikely that the SSRs arose by amplification of a single or few seed SSRs. The LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] tend to be GϩC rich in parallel with the high overall genomic GϩC content Ϸ68% (SI Table 7 ). Methanosarcina species. Methanosarcina species are strictly anaerobic, mesophilic, archaeal methanogens. All three Methanosarcina genomes feature multiple LSSRs, mostly LSSR 5-11 with particularly high counts of 10-mer and 11-mer LSSR (SI Table 5 ). M. mazei and M. barkeri also have multiple LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, some of the triand tetranucleotide LSSRs in both M. mazei and M. barkeri genomes are very long, exceeding 50 bp in length. All trinucleotide LSSRs in both genomes are of the type (TAA) n or the inverted complement (TTA) n except one (AAG) 7 repeat in M. mazei. Likewise, the tetranucleotide LSSRs are mostly repeats of tetranucleotides AAAT/ATTT, and some AATC, TAGA, AACT, AAGT, and AATG (SI Table 8 ). Several LSSR in M. mazei and M. barkeri exceed 50 bp in length and appear unlikely to be generated solely by mutational drift (Fig. 2) . However, the SSRs that modulate gene expression are typically located in upstream regulatory regions or in genes where they cause frameshift mutations (1, 4) , whereas the very long LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] in Methanosarcina are located between convergent genes, downstream of genes, and some trinucleotide SSRs are in genes but these do not cause frameshifts (SI Table 8 ). Such locations argue against a direct role of these SSRs in gene regulation although they may have an indirect effect, e.g., by affecting properties of the DNA molecule or the encoded protein.
Discussion
Diversity of SSR Representations in Prokaryotic Genomes. Representations of SSRs in prokaryotic genomes have been assessed in several studies. Field and Wills (19) analyzed SSR occurrences in several complete genomes and summarized the trends in prokaryotes as overrepresentation of short SSRs (up to the length of 7-8 bp for mononucleotide SSRs, k ϭ 1) and active selection against long SSRs except where they promote reversible mutations affecting specific genes (typically those encoding surface antigens in pathogens) (4, 7). These results were confirmed by others (2, 5) . By contrast, we found that the perceived overrepresentation of short SSRs can mostly be explained by models that take into account the nearest neighbor associations, which likely result from mutational biases and/or selective constraints unrelated to the SSRs (26) (SI Fig. 4 ). Some Mycoplasma genomes exhibit overrepresentations of mononucleotide SSRs of lengths 4-7 bp (20), but this not common in other prokaryotic genomes.
SSR representations in most prokaryotic genomes exhibit few deviations from random models. One general exception is a sharp decline in mononucleotide SSRs beyond the length of 8 bp, which is common among prokaryotes and applies to both genes and intergenic regions (20) . For example, the only other deviation in the Escherichia coli K12 genome relates to two very long octanucleotide SSRs of exactly 52 bp in length, but both are located in prophage regions and are probably not native to the E. coli genome. However, prokaryotic genomes vary significantly in terms of LSSR content and some feature many LSSRs unlikely to occur by chance. Specifically, 50% of the 378 prokaryotic chromosomes analyzed contain Ͻ7 LSSRs (SI Table 5 ), whereas the Anabaena variabilis ATCC 29413 chromosome contains 502 long SSRs, and Ͼ700 are present in the B. pseudomallei genome (both chromosomes). Note that the general scarcity of LSSRs does not mean that SSRs are underrepresented (i.e., less frequent than expected) because the cutoff is set such that no LSSRs are expected to be found. Abundance of LSSRs in some genomes is not related to taxonomy or phylogeny and differs significantly even among closely related species. Although shorter SSRs are also variable in length and may play roles in physiology and/or evolution (3, 4, 8, 20, 27) , our approach, centering on LSSRs, is suitable for comparisons of SSR representations among different genomes.
Differences Between LSSR 5-11 and LSSR 1-4 . Based on our data, we hypothesize that LSSR 1-4 and LSSR 5-11 may arise by different mechanisms. Several pieces of evidence support this hypothesis. First, the LSSR counts N k * correlate well across different genomes among LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Weaker correlations also occur among the LSSR 1-4 counts but no significant correlations are observed between the two classes of LSSRs (Table 2) . Second, the two classes of LSSRs tend to occur in different types of organisms. Multiple LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] are rare and mostly found in Mycoplasma and several other host-adapted pathogens with reduced genomes (mostly Ͻ2 Mb) and low GϩC content whereas LSSR 5-11 occur in a diverse collection of pathogens and environmental organisms with large genomes and mostly high GϩC content (Tables 3 and 4) . Moreover, the N k (l) plots for LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] and LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] often have different shapes. For LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] (k Յ 4), the plots are often discontinuous and/or bimodal, initially following the random models or dropping below the expected counts but featuring a separate peak or a flat tail of longer than expected SSRs (Fig. 2, ref. 20, and SI Fig. 4) . The discontinuity suggests that most SSRs in the separate peak may be functionally relevant and maintained by selection, whereas shorter SSRs are either unaffected by selection or subject to negative selection. By contrast, the N k (l) plots for LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] (k Ն 5) tend to gradually deviate from the expected counts and feature convex tails or linear tails of a lower slope ( Fig. 3 and SI Fig. 4 ). This observation is consistent with a general tendency of the SSRs to expand when they reach some critical length. The LSSR 5-11 counts start to deviate from the random models at lengths just exceeding 2k (double the length of the repeated oligonucleotide), suggesting that two full tandem copies of an oligonucleotide are sufficient for the SSR to expand. It is possible that most LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] are generated by mutational drift in absence of negative selection. Slip-strand mutations may lead to both expansion and contraction of an SSR, and the shape of the N k (l) plots for LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] is consistent with a model where SSRs expand more frequently that they contract. Along these lines, many SSR-containing DNA fragments did expand during PCR amplification, although the expansion was sequencedependent and did not apply to all SSRs (28) . Interestingly, AϩT-rich SSRs were generally more likely to expand in these PCR experiments, seemingly contradicting our observation that LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] are more common in GϩC-rich genomes. However, large genomes tend to be GϩC rich, and the weak correlation between LSSR 5-11 counts and GϩC content may arise as an artifact of correlations of both with the genome size.
Mutations resulting in SSR expansion or contraction can be introduced during various cellular processes affecting the DNA, including replication, recombination and different repair mechanisms (29) . There is little known about differences in precise List of prokaryotic genomes with Ն60 LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . See Table 3 legend.
functioning of these processes among different prokaryotes and we can only speculate as to why the LSSR 5-11 expand in some genomes but not in most. Presumably, two prerequisites have to exist to facilitate the LSSR 5-11 expansion: (i) a mutational bias promoting expansion of the LSSR 5-11 and (ii) a lack of strong negative selection against the LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The latter is consistent with LSSR 5-11 not being found in small genomes where the constraints against expansion may be stronger. However, some large genomes (e.g., Myxococcus xanthus) also lack LSSRs. The differences in LSSR [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] representations may reflect differences in replication and repair machineries among different prokaryotes. (27, (30) (31) (32) (33) . In pathogens, such SSRs can help counteract the host immune response and often affect families of genes encoding surface antigens (4, 5) . The fact that LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] are often found in host-adapted pathogens, which depend on the ability to avoid the host immune response to a larger degree than opportunistic pathogens, is consistent with a possible role of these SSRs in pathogenhost interactions. However, perhaps contrary to intuitive expectations, and even in pathogens where such regulation is known or thought to take place, many or even most LSSRs are not located proximal to genes encoding surface antigens (1, 8, 20 ) (see also SI Table 6 ). The effect of some SSRs on surface antigens might be indirect and facilitated by actions of other proteins (8) or possibly by alterations of DNA or protein structural properties. Benefits of SSRs in pathogens depend on the degree to which the pathogen is exposed to the immune system of the host and on availability of other strategies to avoid the host immune response. Hence, it is not surprising that many LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] are found in Mycoplasma, which are mostly believed to be extracellular and therefore exposed to the host immune system, although some Mycoplasma can enter the host cells (27, 30, 31, 33) (Tables 3 and  SI Table 9 ). Note that several Mycoplasma (e.g., M. penetrans, M. mobile, M. pneumoniae) have few or no LSSR and the differences in SSR representations among Mycoplasma could relate to differences in how they interact with the host (20) . In a consistent manner, Mycobacterium leprae features 16 LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] , whereas all other mycobacteria have no more than one (SI Table 5 ). M. leprae is a host-adapted pathogen that has not been successfully cultivated outside a host, and its genome size and GϩC content are reduced compared with closely related mycobacteria (34) . Interestingly, L. intracellularis, which has the second-highest count of LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] among the genomes analyzed in this work, is intracellular. In contrast, the genomes of other obligate intracellular pathogens, such as Chlamydia or Rickettsia, contain virtually no LSSRs of any kind (SI Table 5 ). Likewise, obligate intracellular endosymbionts with reduced genomes do not contain LSSRs. L. intracellularis causes proliferative enteropathy in the infected animals. The bacteria reside in the host cells after colonization but little is known about the early stages of the infection, including colonization, cell adhesion, and cell entry (35) . We speculate that differences in the early stages of infection between L. intracellularis and other intracellular pathogens may require effective defense mechanisms in L. intracellularis facilitated by the LSSR [1] [2] [3] [4] . Unlike L. intracellularis, chlamydiae undergo a developmental cycle involving two distinct cell types: reticular bodies and elementary bodies. The reticular bodies are found strictly in vacuoles in the host cells. Outside the host cells, chlamydiae persist as metabolically dormant and physically resilient elementary bodies (36) . Perhaps the chlamydial developmental cycle and lack of metabolic activity of the extracellular elementary bodies renders the increased antigenic variance facilitated by LSSR 1-4 less important.
High Counts of Heptanucleotide LSSRs. In most prokaryotes with LSSRs, heptanucleotide LSSRs are significantly more abundant than other LSSR types (Table 1 and SI Table 5 ). It is feasible that the structural characteristics of DNA polymerases and/or their interactions with the DNA may promote polymerase slippage specifically in heptanucleotide repeats and to a lesser extent in hexa-, octa-, and nonanucleotide repeats. Unfortunately, relevant experimental data are scarce. Analogies can be drawn from protein-DNA interactions involving distantly related enzymes. For example, during DNA repair by human polymerase ␤, 6 base pairs of template-primer can tether into a flexible single-stranded DNA gap, which covers Ϸ6-7 bp (37). Likewise, E. coli DNA endonuclease VIII interacts with the 7-to 9-bp central region of DNA (38) . It is possible that the preferred 7-bp length of oligonucleotides involved in long SSRs is related to the length of the DNA segment that interacts with the active site of the polymerase.
Materials and Methods DNA Sequences. Annotated sequences of complete prokaryotic genomes were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information ftp server ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/ Bacteria/. Each replicon (chromosome or plasmid) was analyzed separately. We relied on the existing annotation (the ''CDS'' features) in differentiating protein-coding and noncoding regions.
Simple Sequence Repeats. SSRs consist of tandem iterations of an oligonucleotide in a DNA sequence. We measure the length of an SSR in nucleotides (bp) rather than the number of repetitive units, which allows accounting for partial copies and facilitates comparisons among SSRs of different lengths.
Definition. An SSR of length l composed of iterations of a k-mer starts at the position i in a sequence of nucleotides if x j ϭ x jϩk for all j Ն i, j Յ i ϩ l Ϫ k Ϫ 1 and simultaneously x iϪ1 x iϪ1ϩk and x iϩlϪk x iϩl . This definition can be applied to all SSRs of length l Ն k. Repeats of a longer oligonucleotide that also qualify as repeats of a shorter oligonucleotide are only counted as the shorter oligonucleotide SSR. We analyze the SSR counts N in a given genome as a function of k and l, and we refer to the SSR counts as N k (l).
Statistical Assessments of SSR Representations. We employ two different approaches in assessing over-or underrepresentation of SSRs in a DNA sequence: (i) We use multiple stochastic models of varying complexity, which provide an expected range of counts serving as a null hypothesis (20) . (ii) The functions N k (l) are expected to decrease exponentially under homogeneous models. Hence, deviations from exponential dependence may signal overor underrepresentation of SSRs of the type k and a particular range of lengths l.
Random Sequence Models. Homogeneous Bernoulli or Markov models are often used in analyses of DNA sequences whereas real DNA sequences are intrinsically inhomogeneous (39) (40) (41) . We use a combination of 11 previously described models (20) that reproduce different properties of the DNA sequence (SI Table 9 ). Heterogeneous models were constructed by dividing the original sequence into segments corresponding to individual genes and intergenic regions, generating a random sequence corresponding to each segment with a homogeneous model (Bernoulli, Markov, or periodic Markov), and finally reassembling the segments into a contiguous randomized genome. This procedure reproduces sequence heterogeneity at the scale of individual genes and, depending on the models used, nearest-neighbor associations, codon frequencies, and/or the periodic character of protein-coding sequences. The expected SSR counts for each model were estimated from simulations. Ten random sequences were generated by each model, the counts were averaged over the 10 simulations, and the results with different models provides a range of expected counts N k (l) (see Figs. 1-3 and SI Fig. 4) . A program to generate random sequences by the 11 models is available for download at www. cmbl.uga.edu/software.html.
Definition of Long SSRs. The N k (l) representation of SSR counts is impractical for comparisons of hundreds of different genomes. To simplify the representation, we only report counts of LSSRs unlikely to occur by chance. This reduces the N k (l) representation to k numbers N* k for each genome, which signify the counts of SSRs of the type k that exceed a given cutoff L k . The cutoff L k is derived from the ''m1c1'' random model (SI Table 9 ), which reproduces the dinucleotide frequencies for each intergenic region and codon frequencies and nearest-neighbor associations for each gene of the genome. First, we find the largest length l k (0) such that the expected SSR count based on the m1c1 model N k m1c1 (l k (0) ) Ն 1. The cutoff is set as L k ϭ l k (0) ϩ 4. The increase by 4 bp is arbitrary, and it is based on our observation that longer SSRs are rare in most genomes. The N* k representation is suitable for comparisons among different genomes while taking into account specific characteristics of each genome. Pattern Locator (42) was used in the analysis of LSSR distribution with respect to annotated genes.
